Bazi or 4 Pillar Analysis is a very powerful Chinese Astrology that revealed our destiny through focusing on the study of Heavenly Luck which is made up of the Fate & Luck cycle. As the Chinese saying goes; First Destiny, Second Luck and Third Feng Shui. There is no doubt that Bazi or Four Pillars play a very important part of understanding and fine tuning of our DESTINY.

**Bazi Analysis Module 1 - Fundamental Concepts**

Module 1 provides students with a strong basic foundation on 4 Pillars Analysis. After the course, student will have very good understanding on the characteristics of the 5 elements and the characteristic of the 10 Heavenly stems which will allow them to perform analysis on a person’s characters. Students will also be taught on simple techniques to remember the clashes, combinations, hidden elements and the common Symbolic Stars. This course is specially designed for people who want to know more about this powerful Chinese traditional art of unveiling a person destiny and also for those people that are serious in preparing themselves for more in-depth learning of this art.

**Course Content:**

- What is Bazi Analysis?
- Yin and Yang concepts of the 5 elements.
- Cycle of Birth and Destruction cycle of 5 elements.
- The 10 Heavenly Stems.
- The 12 Earthly Branches.
- How to erect the Bazi Chart?
- How to erect the Luck Cycle?
- Determine the self element.
- The Palaces within your Bazi – spouse, children, parents, sibling, grandparents, etc.
- Combination and Clashes of the Heavenly Stems.
- The 12 stages Life Cycle of the Heavenly Stems.
- Combination and Clashes of the Earthly Branches.
- The Seasonal Cycle of the 5 elements.
- Symbolic Stars.
- Hidden Elements in the Earthly Branches.
- 5 Virtues and 5 Emotions
- Your strength and weaknesses within your Bazi.
- The Character of the 10 Heavenly Stems.

Course Duration: 6 Lessons
Bazi Analysis Module 2 - Character Analysis

The main focus for this module is to analyze the character of a person using Bazi analysis. In this module, students will acquire an in-depth knowledge of the 10 deities and its application in the analysis of a person’s Bazi. Case Studies will be used very often to help the students to understand the theory better and at same time pick up some advance techniques to perform Bazi analysis. Students should be able to do more detailed Bazi analysis after this module.

Course Content:

- What is 10 deities?
- What do the 10 deities symbolized?
- In-dept understanding on the character of the 10 deities.
- Applications of the 10 deities for life analysis.

Course Duration: 10 Lessons

Bazi Analysis Module 3 - Fundamental of Life Analysis

This is 8 lessons module whereby students will acquire in depth knowledge on how to analyze the Bazi Chart in the area of relationship, marriage, health and wealth. There will be many interesting real life examples for students to gain a better understanding on the application of the theories learned. The prerequisite for this module is the Bazi Analysis Module 2 course.

Course Content:

- Analysis pertaining to kin (六亲).
- Analysis pertaining to health (健康).
- Analysis pertaining to romance and marriage (桃花與婚姻).
- Analysis pertaining to wealth (財).

Course Duration: 8 Lessons
Bazi Analysis Supplementary Module - Identifying Favorable Elements

This is an 8 lessons module whereby students will acquire an in depth knowledge on how to determine the favorable and unfavorable elements. Determining the right elements to be used is like prescribing the right medicine for an illness. Prescribing the wrong medicine can sometimes take a person’s life. Selecting the wrong favorable element can also cause great disaster in a person’s life. Thus this module is one of the most important for those who are intending to use their knowledge to help others. Many students have the misconception that strength and weakness of the Day Master is the only factor to consider when determining the favorable and unfavorable elements. In fact, there are many other factors that have to be considered when determining the favorable and unfavorable elements. In this module, students will acquire the various techniques in considering these factors.

Course Content:

- Determining the Boosting element. (扶抑用神)
- Determining the Positive temperate element. (调侯用神)
- Determining the Positive Mediating element. (通关用神)
- Identification of Flaws and Cures for the 4 Pillars. (病药用神)
- Appreciation of the energy flow in the 4 Pillars. (流畅)

Course Duration: 8 Lessons